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True, tax 	form .. can let.:governments operate like a 
business providing valuable services for satisfied paying 
citizens 	Governments very often face a dilemma of demands for 
more services with demands for lower taxes 	I maintain that 
much of the problem of inadequate revenue is due to most 
governments taxing the wrong people for the wrong reasons. It 
seems like everyone wants governments to spend someone else's 
money. Misdirected taxes are a fundamental cause of public 
dissatisfaction with government. Misdirected taxes are leading 
to disasters from several growing problems needing government 
solutions suchas aging infrastructure, ineffective schools, 
inadequate health care, and inadequate crime control. 

A tax is like a pump. Taxes don't create revenue, they 
pump money from the taxpayers 	The well of public satisfaction 
is often running low, so different taxes are used to pump more 
money from the well 	We tax income, sales, gross receipts, 
personal property, and real estate.

- 
 -We charge fees of all 

sorts 	A major problem with this mti-tax approach to revenue 
raising is that all of these taxes pump money from the same 
well of public satisfaction 	Taxes devalue their revenue 
source 	All taxes and fees lower the quality of life and lower 
public satisfaction with government 

When taxes and fees are directly related to a beneficial 
service, the service provides the public satisfaction from 
which taxes and fees can draw. For example, a turnpike toll is 
an example of tax incidence falling on a beneficiary of 
government spending 	The gasoline tax, when spent on roads, is 
another example. Drivers are not the only beneficiaries of 
government spending for roads there are others who benefit 
tremendously what the drivers have paid for. We seldom hear 
complaints that the greatest monetary benefit of a new road 
goes to the landlords who charge higher rent (or a higher land 
price) for being near the new highway. 

People do not mind paying for a service they want at a 
reasonable price for what they get. That is why we have 
governments. They are a good deal or voters change them. 

The base of all taxes is public satisfaction with the 
quality of life in a jurisdiction. The tax base is measured in 
many ways. Often the measure is mistaken for the base. Often 
taxes are confused as a source of revenue -- they are not. The 
idea of taxes being a source of revenue is fine for accountants 
but no good for tax policy. No tax ever created revenue. 
Taxes take revenue from taxpayers. Taxes allocate the cost of 
government services among taxpayers. 


